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Introduction

Marketing in general and services in particular have been blamed for damaging, disregarding, and maltreating consumer’s well-being in a multitude of ways; either by having a patronizing style of service delivery, or by underserving groups in needs (Fisk, 2009). As a result, the Transformative Service Research (TSR) movement began. Emerging at the intersection of transformative consumer research and service research (Anderson et al., 2013), TSR is defined as “service research that centers on creating uplifting changes and improvements in the well-being of individuals (consumers and employees), families, social networks, communities, cities, nations, collectives, and ecosystems” (Ostrom et al., 2010, p. 6). Due to the direct and dialogic interaction between the service company and the customer, this dynamic nature of services presents substantial transformative potential (Anderson et al., 2010). Anderson et al. (2013) present a framework illustrating how interaction between service entities and consumer entities influences the well-being of both. Service entities include employees, processes, offerings, organizations, and service sectors, while consumer entities comprise individuals, collectives, and the ecosystem (Anderson et al., 2013). Therefore, when any consumer entity interacts with any service entity, during a value-creation process, potential well-being outcomes are generated for both parties such as access, health, life satisfaction, harmony, power, respect, support, and happiness (Anderson et al., 2013).

In light of the above, we propose that customer feedback generated during a value creation process, can have potential well-being outcomes on service and consumer entities. According to Lusch and Vargo (2006), “conversation and dialogue” (p. 413) is one of the four building blocks of a company’s strategic marketing direction. Customer feedback, a particular type of “conversation and dialogue”, allows companies to listen to customers to understand what it is that they value in the company (Vargo and Lusch, 2008). Previous research has proposed various important outcomes of customer feedback management, such as: assistance in performance assessment, facilitation of organizational learning (Babbar and Koufteros, 2008), improvement of overall service quality (Wirtz et al., 2010), better decision making (Bitner et al., 1994) and generation of competitive advantage (Lusch et al., 2007). However, the impact of customer feedback on the service entities’ well-being remains an overlooked area.

Adopting a TSR approach, this study aims to address this gap by exploring the impact of customer feedback on the well-being of service entities. Moreover, inspired by the objectives of TSR to “create uplifting changes and improvements in the well-being” (Ostrom et al., 2010, p. 6), the importance of positive customer feedback is stressed. Positive customer feedback is a highly under-researched topic. Most previous research has approached customer feedback from a negative lens, focusing on the impact of
customer complaints, dysfunctional customer behavior and service recovery, on front-line employees and companies in general. Accordingly, this paper focuses on exploring the impact of positive customer feedback on the well-being of front-line employees and its outcome for companies, since front-line employees are the main recipients of customer feedback (Lovelock and Wirtz, 2010). Moreover, working within the TSR framework, employees’ and managers’ perceptions about the impact of positive feedback on society are proposed. Finally, a comparison of employees’ and managers’ perceptions about positive feedback is presented.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: given the current lack of knowledge concerning positive customer feedback impact and associated well-being outcomes, an extensive multidisciplinary literature review was conducted, followed by two exploratory qualitative research studies with managers and front-line employees in service companies. This resulted in the development of the “Positive Feedback Model” (PFM) contributing to the growing TSR movement. Subsequently, a comparison of managerial and employee views around positive customer feedback is presented. The paper concludes with a summary of the main contributions and limitations of the study, and presents directions for future research.

Literature review

Customer feedback

Customer feedback is defined as customer communication concerning a product or a service (Erickson and Eckrich, 2001). Customer feedback can be either solicited or unsolicited (Berry and Parasuraman, 1997). Solicited feedback is encouraged by the company through the usage of tools such as surveys and focus groups that invite customers to give feedback (Sampson, 1996). In contrast, unsolicited customer feedback relies on the customer’s own desire and will to communicate his/her experiences (Sampson, 1996). Taking this categorization a step forward, Day and Landon (1977) distinguish between two types of unsolicited customer feedback: private and public communication. They define private communication as interpersonal communication while public communication is that addressed to the firm. Interpersonal communication of unsolicited customer feedback is manifested through Word of Mouth (WOM). Moreover, other types of interpersonal feedback have been introduced due to the rise of internet usage. In a recent article, Blazevic et al. (2013) introduced the concept of customer-driven influence (CDI) defined as “the impact of customers’ verbal and non-verbal communication on other customers’ attitudes and behaviors” (p. 295). With the rise of social media, CDI is taken to a new level of connectedness where networking sites, video sharing, recommendation blogs, and wikis have changed how customers interact with each other, which has accordingly led to changes in relationships between customers and companies (Libai et al., 2010).
Computer-mediated communication led to the rise of the electronic word of mouth (eWOM) (Litvin et al., 2008). Thus, social media presented a new channel of feedback, where once privately communicated feedback is now public. Finally, customer influence is no more restricted to verbal WOM communication, as a new conceptualization includes non-verbal communication (Libai et al., 2010). This became more apparent with the rise of social media usage, where it is possible to non-verbally express attitudes about particular companies, for example by liking a particular company on Facebook or following a particular brand on Twitter (Blazevic et al., 2013).

Adopting the TSR approach, the focus of this study is on the unsolicited public feedback addressed to front-line employees since they are the main recipients of customer feedback (Lovelock and Wirtz, 2010).

**Feedback valence**

Customer engagement is a growing research stream within customer management research (Verhoef et al., 2010). Acknowledged as a form of customer engagement, customer feedback can be of positive or negative valence or it can also be valence-free taking the form of suggestions and comments (Doorn et al., 2010). We contend that 5 types of customer feedback (5Cs) can be identified: (i) positive Compliments; (ii) negative Complaints; (iii) valence free Comments (e.g., a customer outlining how they use a product); (iv) Concerns (when the customer outlines an issue that is not a complaint, but has the potential to become a problem if not addressed) and (v) Counsel (suggestions and constructive critical reviews). In the area of service research, there have been various calls to study the negative outcomes of service such as service failures and customer dissatisfaction (Schneider and Bowen, 1999). This is due to the prevalence of failures during service encounters (Maxham and Netemeyer, 2002). Therefore, it has been proposed that organizations should engage in “dissatisfaction management” and service recovery in order to improve service quality (Kasper et al., 1999). Consequently, in the customer feedback area, customer complaining behavior has been thoroughly researched. It was pioneered by Best and Andreasen (1977) and thereafter has been the focus of many scholars, leaving complimenting behavior marginalized. Moreover, complaint management has been pioneered in theory and practice as it is proved to ensure high levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty (Smith et al., 1999) and increased market share (Fornell and Wernerfelt, 1987). Additionally, neuroimaging evidence shows that negative emotions enhance memory accuracy, therefore the focus on complaints can be explained by evidence that people tend to memorize the negative more vividly than the positive (Kensinger, 2007). By adopting a TSR approach, this study focuses on the largely under-researched field of positive valence of feedback. We adhere to Kraft and Martin’s (2001) categorization where positive feedback is defined as a compliment taking the form of an acknowledgment or an expression of gratitude.
In the business literature, there is no concrete and unified definition for the word “compliment” as for other common business terms such as quality, performance, contribution and development. The reason for this lack of definition is explained by Kraft and Martin (2001) as due to the subjective nature of the term “compliment”. Compliments are primarily researched in linguistics and sociolinguistics studies. Hatch (1992) defines compliments as ‘expressives’; indicating the degree to which someone or something is liked. Herbert and Straight (1989) refer to compliments as: “expressions of personal praise” (p. 37) while Holmes (1986) defines a compliment as: “A speech act which explicitly or implicitly attributes credits to someone other than the speaker, usually the person addressed, for some ‘good’ (possession, characteristics, skill, etc.) which is positively valued by the speaker and the hearer” (p. 485). In sum, the various definitions presented in the linguistic and sociolinguistics literature unite around the function of compliments to “oil the social wheels, to increase or consolidate solidarity between people” (Holmes, 1986, p. 499).

Various classifications have been presented for compliments. Manes and Wolfson (1981) identified three topics of classification for compliments: The first topic is appearance and possessions; the compliment in this case is about a particular aspect of physical appearance or physical belongings. The second topic is performance, skills and abilities, such as education and promotion. Finally, the third topic is personality traits. Another classification was presented by Kraft and Martin (2001) based on the object or the recipient of the compliment; a compliment can be directed towards a company, a particular manager of a department, a product or service brand, front-line personnel, other customers present during the service exchange, or even the customer him/herself.

Gratitude related research has been substantially neglected by the field of psychology as researchers displayed a preference for studying human vice rather than virtue (Myers and Diener, 1995). However, research on gratitude has developed recently due to the growing field of positive psychology (Young and Hutchinson, 2012). Positive psychology rediscovered gratitude as a positive emotion (Fredrickson, 2004) that contributes to social and emotional well-being (Howells and Cumming, 2012). The notion of exchange between two parties, referred to as beneficiary and benefactor is essential for gratitude (White, 1999) to take place.

According to Young and Hutchinson (2012), gratitude has both short and long term effects on individuals. More specifically, gratitude has been found to enhance favorable life appraisal and optimism (Emmons and McCullough, 2003), foster social support and protect against stress and depression (Wood et al., 2008), predict social integration, pro-social behavior, and life satisfaction (Froh et al., 2010), and increase relationship satisfaction while being a “booster shot” for the relationship (Algoe et al., 2010, p. 217).
The literature reviewed reveals a lack of research on positive customer feedback in the services area; therefore, we aim to address this gap by exploring in depth the occurrence of unsolicited public positive customer feedback, in the form of compliments and expression of gratitude, and its potential outcomes.

**Importance of front-line employees**

The majority of unsolicited feedback is addressed in-person to front-line employees (Lovelock and Wirtz, 2010); therefore the focus in the study is on the unsolicited public positive feedback addressed to these employees. Front-line ("boundary spanning") employees, play a crucial role in a service organization. A boundary spanning employee includes any organizational employee who “engages in job-related interactions with a person who is considered part of the environment, who is not a member of the organization” (Robertson, 1995, p. 75). Thus, a front-line employee is a customer-contact employee such as a customer service representative, service technician, retail employee, delivery person, nurse, or professional buyer who works under the limitations of both the internal organizational environment and the external environment (Edmondson and Boyer, 2013).

Previous research shows that for customers, the most direct proof of service happens during the service encounter or “moment of truth”; when they interact with front-line employees (Bitner et al., 1994). Hartline et al. (2000) state that front-line employees are in many cases “the first and only representation of the service firm” (p. 35). Thus, the human interaction component within a service is essential in the service evaluation as it is the behavior and attitude of front-line service employees that primarily affect customers’ perception of service quality (Hartline and Ferrell, 1996).

For the company, front-line employees are the main source of information about the customers and the process of resource integration in the service encounter (Bettencourt et al., 2001). Information gathered by front-line employees is beneficial in two ways: firstly, this knowledge can be used by contact employees to improve the interactions with potential future customers; secondly, this knowledge can be used by the company for better decision making (Bitner et al., 1994). Consequently, van der Heijden et al. (2013) found that multiple person-to-person interactions provide front-line service staff with chances to capture customer responses, improve organizational processes, and conduct service recovery.

Rayport and Jaworski (2004) consider that front-line employees’ “interactions with customers … are, for many businesses, the sole remaining frontier of competitive advantage” (p. 48). Realizing the importance of the relationship between customer service evaluation and front-line employees’ behavior and attitude during a service encounter, many scholars stress the need for better human resource management for service quality (Bateson, 1995; Bowen et al., 2000).
Considered an area of interest within positive psychology, well-being research is encouraged across a range of disciplines such as healthcare and education, which are large service industries with explicit transformative mission and intent, and organizational behavior. Luthans (2002) introduced Positive Organizational Behavior (POB) theory as “the study and application of positively oriented human resource strengths and psychological capacities that can be measured, developed, and effectively managed for performance improvement in today’s workplace” (p. 59). The main assumption behind the creation of POB is based on the idea that in today’s economy, governed by global competition, unlimited access to information, technological advancement, and rising barriers of entry, success cannot be achieved by simply trying to fix what is wrong (Luthans and Youssef, 2007). Accordingly, a number of researchers in the organizational behavior field, inspired by positive psychology, called for a more positive approach to organizational behavior theory (Quick and Quick, 2004; Money et al., 2009).

Previous research has examined the impact of negative customer feedback on front-line employees (Bell and Luddington, 2006). Inspired by the POB theory that fits the chosen TSR approach, we opted to explore the impact of positive customer feedback on the Psychological Capital (PsyCap) of front-line service employees. PsyCap comprises the positive and developmental state of a person (Luthans and Youssef, 2004). It consists of state-like factors establishing the foundation of POB theory (Luthans, 2002; Luthans and Youssef, 2004). The state-like components of PsyCap are: Hope, Self-Efficacy, Resiliency, and Optimism; forming the acronym HERO (Figure 1).

HERO meets the inclusion criteria of PsyCap since it is based on theory and valid measures, consists of state-like rather than trait-like components that are open to development and training, in addition to having an impact on performance (Luthans and Avolio, 2009). PsyCap has been found to be related to various attitudinal, behavioral, and performance outcomes (Avey et al., 2010).

PsyCap is selected for this study based on the findings confirming that PsyCap capabilities have a positive impact on employees’ psychological well-being (Avey et al., 2010). Psychological well-being in the workplace is the emotional and purposive psychological state that people go through at work (Robertson and Cooper, 2011). It has two important features: (a) the hedonic well-being or the emotional state (also known as the feeling of happiness) experienced at work and (b) eudaimonic well-being or the degree to which people recognize that their work has a purpose (Robertson and Cooper, 2011).
Robertson and Cooper (2011) found that improved employee psychological well-being has positive individual outcomes such as: increased productivity and job satisfaction, enhanced morale and motivation, and reinforced employee engagement and commitment. Spector’s (1997) review suggests that employee’s well-being links with job performance and job satisfaction. He proposes that satisfied employees are more punctual, cooperative, helpful and time efficient. Harter et al. (2002) confirmed that the well-being of employees and their job satisfaction levels affect their sense of citizenship at work, turnover rates, and performance ratings. This in turn will create positive organizational outcomes such as customer satisfaction (Robertson and Cooper, 2011). Harter et al. (2002) found that improved employee well-being not only increases customer satisfaction but also reinforces and strengthens customer loyalty. By being punctual, efficient and cooperative, employees are positively affecting the satisfaction and loyalty levels of their customers during service encounters. High levels of psychological well-being amongst employees form a win-win situation for employees and customers and could have a trickle-down effect on organizations and communities (Harter et al., 2002). The TSR framework is also constructed around these two key types of well-being, where both eudaimonic and hedonic well-being can be appropriately applied to individuals, collectives, and ecosystem levels (Anderson et al., 2013). Consequently, it is proposed that the various categories of positive customer feedback will have an impact on the PsyCap of front-line employees which will affect their well-being. Accordingly, various attitudinal, behavioral, and performance related outcomes will be generated.

Based on the literature reviewed, no prior studies have explored positive customer feedback in the services area. Therefore, an exploratory study was deemed necessary for the following reasons: First, the projection of the extensive knowledge around negative feedback categories and impacts is not suitable in the positive feedback context. Second, in order to develop a model of components and outcomes of positive feedback (“Positive Feedback Model”), there is a need to explore what field experts in the services industry experience on a daily basis. Therefore, the exploratory study will help answering questions such as: What are the different topics of positive customer feedback received in the services industries? What are the different forms, channels and time of administration of positive customer feedback in the services industries? What are the potential outcomes of positive customer feedback on service managers and employees? The multidisciplinary literature review, in conjunction with the exploratory study of the participants’ insights, help uncover the components of the positive feedback model.

Objective of the research study

We seek to investigate the impact of positive customer feedback on front-line employee well-being, companies and society. To our best knowledge, no prior studies have explored these important issues.
Therefore, two exploratory qualitative studies were conducted to gain deeper insights into this under-researched area: study 1 consisted of interviews with managers working in service sectors and study 2 consisted of focus groups with front-line service employees. The extensive literature review and the results of these two studies aim to contribute to the development of a “Positive Feedback Model” which can be further empirically tested in future studies. Managers’ and employees’ perceptions of positive customer feedback will also be compared.

Study 1: managerial interviews

Data collection

An exploratory study using semi-structured interviews with 22 managers was conducted to gain rich insights into managers’ perceptions of positive customer feedback as well as its uses and impacts in today’s service organizations. Respondents came from six UK companies (B2B and B2C) in the retail banking, retail, facilities management, food, and utilities sectors. Interviews lasted between 45 and 60 minutes and were audio-recoded and transcribed verbatim according to the guidelines of Stewart et al. (2007). An extensive interview guide including questions about managers’ views and attitudes towards positive customer feedback was developed from a literature review. The guide was used to provide structure to the interviews, but participants were given the freedom to share issues and ideas not built into the interview guide.

Participants were selected from middle and top management (e.g., bank branch manager, key account manager, customer experience coach, network manager, section manager) to get deeper insights into the companies’ customer feedback systems. The key topics explored during the interviews included: Attitudes towards customer feedback in general, current feedback management system in place, perception of positive customer feedback, perceived variations and impacts of positive customer feedback, the dissemination of positive customer feedback within the organization, the perceived accuracy and validity of the received positive customer feedback.

Data analysis and findings

An iterative hermeneutical process consisting of two stages was used to analyze the interview transcripts. First, the transcripts were closely read to grasp a meaning of the whole interview (Giorgi, 1989). During this phase key concepts were coded which subsequently helped identify the key themes. Second, we searched for similarities, differences and/or relationships between the key themes. The emerged key themes were grounded empirically in the data and well supported by evidence in the form of quotes described below.
8 key themes were identified: Customer feedback perception and valence; positive feedback topic; positive feedback channel; positive feedback form; positive feedback time of administration; front-line employees’ outcomes; company’s outcomes and society’s outcomes. Each theme will be discussed below.

Customer feedback perception and valence:
Customer feedback was described as an “opinion” or “information passed on to others”. However, some managers disliked the usage of the term “feedback”; they preferred terms similar to “conversation”; “experience sharing”; “constructive communication”. This is due to the negative connotation with the term “feedback”. Subsequently, feedback valence was discussed. Participants agreed that most of the feedback received is negative and therefore, the first association with the word “feedback” is negative: “We sort of find, people always focus on the negative side, but the compliment side is not managed very well.” (Female, Interview 20). Although the majority of the customer feedback has a negative valence, positive customer feedback is also received however, according to the managers, it is mismanaged. According to the managers, positive customer feedback differs in topic; channel; form and time of administration.

Positive feedback topic:
Although other positive feedback topics such as service excellence or servicescape were brought up during the interviews, the front-line employees’ behavior, performance and appearance dominated the conversation. One manager mentioned: “Their (front-line employees) mannerisms and how they speak to the customer. Their actual personal look, (their) uniform” (Male, Interview 9).

Positive feedback channel:
The main channel for communicating positive customer feedback is the front-line employee who is, at the same time, the main recipient and subject of the positive feedback. Other feedback channels discussed included: customers approaching the manager to give feedback, social media, mail and emails, etc.: “They come into the branch, they’ll phone Head Office, they’ll do it by email to Head Office, we have seen it on Twitter now (Male, Interview 2)”. Managers explained that positive customer feedback having the front-line employee as the main subject is always passed along to the employee for whom he or she gets recognized: “So if we get a good recommendation in from a client about somebody doing something well then we’ll forward it on” (Female, Interview 12). Informal recognition takes the form of an informal comment or a “pat on the shoulder”: “if we find something really good, or someone’s done something to help this customer, and it’s fantastic, we will go out and say, yes, a big, well done” (Female, Interview 5). While formal
recognition ranges from monetary awards to the receipts of bonuses, certificates or plaques: “Recognition could be a form of certificates, highlighting that we’ve delivered great satisfaction for customers” and “people get awards for professionalism, integrity, expertise at their jobs, delivery to the client” (Male, Interview 17). Managers aim to communicate the positive feedback to the front-line employees because of the perceived beneficial impacts it has on them.

Positive feedback form:
Positive customer feedback form was described as being either verbal or written: “we’ve obviously got feedback that we get on a daily basis from our customers, verbally as they’re banking and interacting with members of staff… we also had a box in the banking hall where they could put their compliments and thoughts down” (Female, Interview 12).

Positive feedback time of administration:
Time-wise, most of the positive customer feedback is received during the service encounter between the customer and the front-line employee or after the service encounter where the customer might communicate the compliment or the expression of gratitude through various feedback channels: “it might be still be 3 or 4 months down the line… so it is not always feedback right there” (Male, Interview 2).

Front-line employees’ outcomes:
The participants discussed the impact of positive customer feedback on front-line employees. Managers talked about the “healthy competition” that might be boosted between front-line employees after receiving positive feedback. Other benefits described by the managers included motivation: “it gives them a little bit more of an extra drive … just to have that good feedback” and “So it just feels good. (It is a) motivating factor. So they continue doing it” (Female, interview 3). Moreover, managers believed that positive customer feedback “boosts the confidence level up” (Male, interview 15).

Interestingly, managers were also critical about positive customer feedback as they believed it can be “double edged”. For example, a customer might give a positive feedback to ask for favors, or get a promotion. Therefore, positive customer feedback can be impersonal, not genuine, “we don’t always trust where the positive feedback comes from” (Male, interview 6) it can be “given by a family member or a friend” (Female, interview 21), and might result in involuntarily favoring of complimenting customers over others. Managers also mentioned that some employees do not appreciate being praised in public or receiving certificates. The employee’s personality plays a role in determining the impact of the feedback on him/her. Finally, some managers highlighted the demotivating impact that positive feedback can have on well-performing employees when they realize that their less performing colleagues are being complimented: “one
person’s getting the praise and somebody else is doing a fantastic job” (Female, interview 3). They also suggested that for a continuously complimented employee, positive feedback can be dangerous as he/she might get too comfortable with the job and accordingly lose motivation.

Company’s outcomes:
Managers also discussed the impact of positive customer feedback on the company. Some managers do not expect to receive positive customer feedback as the company is delivering the job it is charging for. For those managers, no feedback is positive feedback: “if you don’t hear anything from the client it is sort of like a compliment anyway. Because things are running well” (Male, interview 1). For the managers, the real value of the customer feedback lies in that it provides guidance for improvement: “feedback is useless unless you’re doing something with it” (Male, interview 6). Therefore, for most of the managers, constructive or actionable feedback is more important than positive feedback: “you don’t want the nice stuff, you want the stuff you can improve on” (Male, interview 1). This finding comes in accordance with Wirtz et al.’s (2010) study stating that one of the main purposes of customer feedback management is improvement of overall service quality. Accordingly, for the managers, positive feedback is related to reputation, financial incentives and awards associated with it. The participants also explained that receiving positive feedback is a sign of good leadership: “It means that I’m leading by example, I’m showing my team what to do. Asking them to deliver my standards, which I think are quite high and to carry them on consistently rather than doing it for a day or a week, but continually do that day in day out, whether I was there or not, they wouldn’t let their standards slip” (Male, interview 2). Therefore, the focus of the managers was more on the financial and managerial benefits as well as the reputation of the company/branch/section/team and the manager himself. This is illustrated by the following:
“If you want to progress and move into different roles, you need to be recognized for doing some great stuff. So being recognized by area and regional level means that if there’s…not just for me but if there’s anyone within my team that wants to progress, this is kind of a bit of ammunition to support that progression” (Female, interview 5).

Society’s outcomes:
The participants also discussed the impact of positive customer feedback on society. In particular, this occurs during the corporate social responsibility activities that companies get involved in. During these activities, the occurrence of positive feedback increases and accordingly the employees’ and managers’ willingness to get involved in local initiatives increases too. Finally, participants mentioned the impact of positive feedback on society by explaining that it has a “spill-over” effect: “If somebody comes and says, oh what a fantastic branch this was this month because of this feedback, it breeds. It’s a breeding culture isn’t
According to Palmer and Ponsonby (2002), social behavior is defined by socio-cultural meaning systems and therefore marketing efforts and customer manifestations should be always considered as affecting and getting affected by particular social contexts. Consequently, the impact of positive customer feedback will surpass the individual level and accordingly will have an impact on the social system and the collectives at large since the employee’s work related interactions affect the subsequent social interactions outside working hours.

Summary

The interviews provided insights into managers’ perception of positive customer feedback and confirmed findings from previous studies in a new context i.e. the positive feedback context. First, positive customer feedback is underrated and less collated, and managers stressed that the current approaches and practices disregard the significant potential that positive feedback offers. Second, front-line employees are the main recipients and topics of positive customer feedback. Thus, the interviews confirmed the need to focus on exploring positive feedback addressed to front-line employees.

The interviews also helped identify the various positive customer feedback topics, forms, channels and timings of administration. These findings are crucial and novel as no previous research described the various categories of positive customer feedback in a service context. By having a holistic view of the customer feedback management system, managers were able to elaborate on the various components of positive customer feedback.

The interviews also confirmed our assumption that positive customer feedback transcends the individual front-line employee to encompass the company and the society as a whole, thus supporting the TSR approach adopted. Rosenbaum et al. (2011) suggest that consumers’ individual actions, along with company’s policies, will have social and communal impact. Consequently, we propose that the impact of positive customer feedback transcends the individual level (micro level) and affects the company (meso level) and social system at large (macro level). Finally, managers were critical about the impact of positive customer feedback regarding its actual effects on the well-being of front-line employees.

Development of the Positive Feedback Model (PFM)

Based on the multidisciplinary literature review and the findings of the managerial interviews, the following Positive Feedback Model (PFM) was developed (Figure 2).
In particular, the literature review helped discover a set of context-free components, while the context-specific managerial interviews (positive customer feedback) helped to confirm and link these components which subsequently shaped the PFM.

--------------------------------------

Insert Figure 2 about here

--------------------------------------

Figure 2 consists of four columns. Column one represents the various topics of positive customer feedback. The second column represents the PsyCap capabilities. Between the first two columns, the hypothesized moderators are positioned (thin arrow), consisting of the form, channel and time of positive customer feedback administration. These hypothesized moderators were identified in the literature review and were subsequently confirmed by the managerial interviews. Accordingly, the various positive feedback topics (Appearance, Performance and Personality Traits) might have different impacts on the PsyCap if moderated by different form, channel or time of administration. For example, positive customer feedback complimenting the performance of a front-line employee addressed verbally face-to-face during a service encounter, might have a bigger impact on the optimism level of the front-line employee when compared to the same compliment addressed in writing to the manager after the service encounter. The hypothesized moderators can help in uncovering important managerial implications: whether particular positive feedback form, channel and time of administration have greater impact on the PsyCap. Moreover, the combination of the different positive feedback topics and the various hypothesized moderators might reveal important practical implications for companies. All of the above affects column three which is the front-line employee well-being.

The main focus in this paper is on the impact of positive feedback on the well-being of service entities (company and employees); the analysis of the managerial interviews confirmed that front-line employees are the main recipients of positive customer feedback and that they are also the main topic of positive feedback. Study 1 confirmed the importance of employees but lacked important insights that only employees could deliver. Hence, the need for study 2 was identified. Moreover, working within the TSR framework, the outcomes for the company and society are also included in the framework (column four) as managers discussed that positive customer feedback addressed to front-line employees will have positive outcomes for the company and society without specifying actual outcomes. The front-line employee outcomes are directly linked to front-line employee well-being (straight line connector in Figure 2). The other outcomes form an indirect relationship with front-line employee well-being (dotted line connector).
Based on these findings, study 2 involving focus groups with front-line employees was conducted to get a deeper understanding of the specific impact of positive customer feedback on front-line employees.

**Study 2: focus groups with front-line employees**

Study 2 is necessary to gain knowledge from actual front-line employees working in various service industries who receive positive customer feedback on a daily basis. These employees might be able to potentially give support or discard some of the categories and connections discovered in the literature review and throughout the managerial interviews data analysis. Furthermore, they will be able to elaborate on the actual impacts that positive feedback has on their own well-being. Finally, stage 2 will help investigate whether managers’ perceptions of positive customer feedback differ from the front-line employees perceptions.

**Data collection**

Focus group interviews have been predominantly used as an exploratory marketing research technique (Mullis and Lansing, 1986) when little is known about a particular phenomenon of interest (Stewart *et al.*, 2007) – in this study: the impact of positive customer feedback on front-line employees. The literature review and the managerial interviews proposed that there is an impact on the front-line employee who is receiving positive feedback, however in order to uncover what specific types of impact, there is a need to explore the front-line employees’ (actual subjects and recipients) perception of positive customer feedback.

An exploratory approach using focus groups was adopted since it gives access to the arguments and interpretations that participants (front-line employees) get involved with during a group interaction, this synergetic effect resulted in the production of data that might not have been uncovered in individual interviews (Stewart *et al.*, 2007). Moreover, taking the nature of the participants into account, focus group interviews were deemed more appropriate to generate interesting and deeper discussion resulting in a snowballing effect where one comment of an individual triggers a chain of responses from the other participants. Finally, the nature of the topic (positive customer feedback) predicted a stimulation effect to take place during the focus groups interviews where participants’ excitement over the topic increased and they were willing to share and express their ideas more freely (Hess, 1968).

A focus group pre-test was conducted with a sample of front-line employees (n=6) working in different service industries. The purpose was to validate the interview guide developed after an extensive literature review and analysis of managerial interview data. The pre-test was also used to test the questions for clarity and appropriateness of the order of occurrence and to check the potential of the questions to
generate a discussion between the participants of the focus group. Finally, we used the pre-test to investigate whether the interview guide questions help in meeting the particular purposes of the focus group. The pre-test objectives were met.

Seven focus groups with front-line employees (n=45) were conducted in seven locations across the UK. As recommended by Kruger (1994), the focus group consisted of six to eight participants both female and male. All participants worked as front-line service employees in various service companies representing different industries including the retail banking, retail, facilities management, food and utilities sectors, dealing with both businesses and customers. The key themes explored in the focus groups included: initial understanding of customer feedback, most memorable feedback, feedback type, topic, channel and time of administration, impact of positive feedback, role of the manager, and feedback management systems. The focus groups lasted between 70 and 90 minutes and were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim following the guidelines of Stewart et al. (2007). The transcripts were coded and analyzed subsequently through content analysis.

Data analysis and findings

Content analysis is a systematic technique that aims to classify qualitative information based on pre-defined categories (Krippendorff, 1980). It aims to reach a detailed description of a particular phenomenon and the result of the analysis is categories explaining the phenomenon (Elo and Kyngas, 2008). The identified categories help building a conceptual system or framework (Elo and Kyngas, 2008). The process of analysis was inductive-deductive as this research was informed by previous knowledge (Proposed Model) while being context specific (positive customer feedback impact on front-line employees’ well-being). Deductive content analysis was used as various categories were identified in the pre-developed model based on previous knowledge and accordingly the purpose was to test these categories while moving from the general to the specific (Burns and Grove, 2005). A categorization matrix was developed for this purpose where the aspects from the data that fits the categorization frame were selected. Moreover, emergent categories were identified through the detection of inductively derived themes where the aspects that did not fit the categorization frame were used to create new categories. For this purpose, an iterative process was used as we moved back and forth between the data and the model under development (Pratt et al., 2006). At first, open coding was used which helped develop the first-order codes. After each focus group, the inductively derived categories were reviewed to see if the data generated by the latest focus group fitted the previously set categories. If the revised data did not fit well into a category, this particular category was therefore revised or abandoned. Secondly, we moved from open coding to axial coding (Locke, 2001) and accordingly created theoretical categories which were more consolidated (combined data from all focus groups) and
more abstract. Aggregate theoretical dimensions were identified after grouping categories that fit together into a coherent picture. Finally, the internal consistency was enhanced as one of the authors was the primary moderator and coder while regularly communicating with the other three authors (Kidd and Parchall, 2000). As analysis proceeded, content validity was secured as all the authors reviewed the coding scheme and the contents and definitions of coded categories both for the interviews and the focus group data (Atwood and Hinds, 1986).

Based on the analysis of the rich qualitative data generated through the conducted focus groups, the proposed model was adjusted (Figure 3).

--------------------------------------

Insert Figure 3 about here

--------------------------------------

The analysis of the data confirmed the previously established aggregate theoretical dimensions (themes): Positive feedback topic; form; channel; time; PsyCap; front-line employee’s well-being; front-line employee’s outcome; company’s outcome and society’s outcome. However, the data also revealed the following new theoretical categories:

Job attitude:
More theoretical categories were generated from the focus groups such as: “Job attitude” under Positive Feedback topic. One participant mentioned: “Probably staff attitude comes up quite a bit. I think that’s a general feedback” (Male, Focus group 5). Employee smiling and employee friendliness were also identified as recurrent positive feedback topics coded under the theoretical category “job attitude”.

Behavioral form of feedback:
“Behavioral” form of feedback is a subcategory within the aggregate theoretical dimension called “Form”. It refers to any customer’s action or behavior that the front-line employee categorizes as positive feedback (without actually being written or verbal). For example, the following statement was coded as behavioral feedback: “There’s a couple that only deal with me and I couldn't even remember one of them, it was like 18 months ago, I dealt with him, and he would only deal with me, and it was just an ordinary billing query that he had, there was no reason to come through to me, but I was quite touched that he had even remembered my name, I didn’t remember him at all”. (Female, focus group 3).

Positive feedback given “before” the service encounter:
The focus group participants mentioned the occurrence of positive feedback before the service encounter when customers start the conversation with the employee by giving a compliment. This feedback timing is problematic as many employees question the sincerity of this feedback. Nevertheless, we decided to include this particular timing of feedback into our model as the purpose of this study is not to identify the motives behind giving positive feedback giving but rather the different types, forms, timings, etc.

Theoretical categories under “Channel”:
The biggest contribution was made to the channel category where a multitude of channels was identified such as: “Other Customers”; “Other Employees”; “Media” and “Internal Systems”. By “other customers” the participants meant getting compliments from customers who had heard positive feedback from someone else and then decided to pass it along to the concerned employee. “Other Employees” might pass along a positive feedback to a particular employee who was praised to them, by customers. “Media” covers all types of broadcast and print media that customers might use to give positive feedback. Finally, “internal systems” such as software or internal procedures (team meetings, departmental communication, etc.) might be used as channels to pass along positive feedback. These findings illustrate that companies should be aware of the various channels that customers use to give feedback about front-line employees.

PsyCap:
The usage of PsyCap was justified as various occurrences of positive feedback confirmed the impact on HERO. “You feel that you’ve done something, you’ve contributed to it to make that happen” (Male, focus group 1) was coded under Self efficacy. “It does sort of perk you up and make you feel better about yourself” (Male, focus group 2) was coded under Optimism.

Front-line employee’s well-being:
Front-line employees mentioned experiencing Happiness; Inspiration; Positive Feelings and Positive Flow when they receive positive feedback. These dimensions were identified by Forgeard et al. (2011) as some of 7 subjective facets of well-being that have received the most attention in the various domains of well-being research conducted by psychologists and social scientists. Thus, our findings confirmed some of the approaches used to conceptualize well-being. Table 1 illustrates some examples of the coding process for the front-line employee well-being.

--------------------------------------
Insert Table 1 about here
Front-line employee’s outcomes:
Of particular interest are the theoretical categories generated under the “Front-Line Employee Outcome”. As opposed to study 1, front-line employees were able to explain in details the outcomes of positive customer feedback: “Motivation”; “Job Satisfaction”; “Job Attitude” are included in figure 3. Table 2 illustrates some examples of the coding process for the front-line employee outcomes.

Moreover, participants discussed how positive customer feedback can affect the well-being of the company and society, thus confirming the TSR approach adopted which states that any customer interaction with a service entity will have potential well-being outcomes both at the micro and macro levels (Anderson et al., 2013).

Company’s outcomes:
Even though these aggregate theoretical dimensions were mentioned in the original model by the managers, more specific theoretical categories were generated by front-line employees such as: “Learning Capabilities” and “Service Experience”. Some of these findings confirmed the benefits of customer feedback to the company, previously identified in the literature such as the study of Babbar and Koufteros (2008), identifying the improved organizational learning achieved through customer feedback.

Society’s outcomes:
On a social level, positive feedback affects employees’ interactions outside working hours, which leads to happier family and friends as one participant mentioned: “Had a really good day at work and obviously I go home and be happy there”…. "You can’t help but take your work home with you” (Male, focus group 2).

Summary
The focus groups provided a deeper understanding of front-line employees’ perceptions of positive customer feedback. First, front-line employees confirmed that they are the major recipients and topic of the positive customer feedback received. The participants shared various examples of positive customer feedback topic,
form, channel and timing while adding new sub-categories to the proposed model. For the front-line employees, positive customer feedback has a multitude of impacts on their psychological well-being thus confirming our proposition. Front-line employees were able to describe in details the various benefits positive feedback has on their well-being. Finally, front-line employees confirmed the appropriateness of the TSR approach adopted as they explained that positive customer feedback addressed to them, transcends their own individual well-being to affect the meso (company) and macro (society) levels.

Comparison of manager and front-line employee perceptions

One of the objectives of this study was to compare the managers’ and employees’ perceptions of positive customer feedback. Therefore, in this section, we begin by presenting the similarities and then turn to the differences in the managers’ and employees’ perceptions of positive customer feedback.

Both managers and front-line employees would like to receive more positive feedback. The results highlighted that positive customer feedback is underrated and not acted upon sufficiently in today’s organizations. Moreover, both agreed that the current feedback systems used are designed with negativity in mind. Thus, making it easier for customers to complain rather than give compliments.

Both front-line employees and managers recognize the importance of receiving positive customer feedback but the internal communication is not always well established. Feedback is often held-up by the receiver, whether it is the employee, the manager or the top management. This finding supports Baker and Sinkula’s (1999) study stating that customer feedback fails to become explicit knowledge and remains tacit because feedback received by front-line employees is rarely recorded or communicated to managers. This seems to be particularly the case for positive customer feedback. Moreover, for the employees, having a manager who communicates back positive customer feedback is a sign of supervisory support, which according to DeConinck (2010), makes them feel secure and aware that the organization takes care of their welfare. This is known as Perceived Supervisory Support (PSS) which constitutes employees’ beliefs about the extent to which the supervisor appreciates their contribution and cares about their well-being (Kottke and Sharafinski, 1988). Variations in the capacity of managers to receive and pass on customer feedback were noted across the organizations depending on process complexity and how close to the point of service delivery managers sit. Previous research shows that employees’ perception of their supervisors’ support affects organizational objectives such as performance, organizational commitment, job satisfaction and turnover intentions (Eisenberger et al., 2004).

Both parties agreed that positive customer feedback transcends the individual receiving the feedback to encompass the organization and the society as a whole. As every front-line employee is a member of a company, the company is embedded within a social system. In addition, every front-line employee is a
resource integrator and a member of a social system. Accordingly, there is a need to consider the “spill-over” effect of customer feedback which starts by being addressed to one person and ends in having a radiating effect on the company and society at large.

While for the managers the real impact of positive customer feedback lies in the financial rewards, incentives and actionable and measurable plans, for front-line employees, positive feedback has various implications on their psychological well-being. Accordingly, positive feedback should not be ignored by companies and management as it provides a booster for employees’ well-being which will be reflected in the employees’ performance and overall welfare.

Finally, the understanding of what constitutes a “feedback channel” for a front-line employee might differ from the company’s understanding. Therefore, more collaboration and dialogue between the two entities is needed. Moreover, there is a need for all organizations to work at breaking down barriers between (all levels of) staff and access to positive customer feedback.

**Limitations**

The main limitation of the study is that it is a small scale exploratory study and therefore the findings cannot automatically be projected to the population at large (Beck *et al.*, 1986). Although the discussion within the interviews and focus groups was relatively unstructured, many groups discussed similar topics. The similarity of the topics supports the number of interviews and focus groups conducted since “saturation” of codes and categories was reached (Kruger, 1994). This, according to Rogers *et al.* (1998), supports the generalizability of the findings.

Another limitation of focus groups is conformity of opinions where members might feel the need to agree with the other group members and not express their true opinions (Garfinkel, 1967). This limitation was offset by the dynamics of attitudes and opinions created during the interaction of all the participants (Morgan, 1988) as it encouraged a degree of spontaneity in the communication of views (Butler, 1996).

A further limitation of the study is the adopted assumption that positive feedback is the *only factor* affecting front-line employee PsyCap and accordingly well-being. There is a wide literature on PsyCap in the area of organizational behavior, identifying various factors influencing the components of PsyCap (self-efficacy, hope, optimism, and resiliency). For example, self-efficacy, one of the state-like psychological resource capacities, is affected by experiencing and following the ‘model’ behavior of others and through responding to encouragement to engage in actions that lead to goal achievement (Maddux, 2002). It is only by measuring and controlling the impacts of the other factors on PsyCap that one can measure the actual impact of positive feedback on PsyCap. We recognize the existence of other factors affecting PsyCap,
however, for this particular study, PsyCap was selected as a tool to study the outcomes of positive feedback while all the other factors were assumed to be stable.

**Directions for further research**

In terms of future research, empirical studies are required to measure the impact of positive customer feedback (compliments and gratitude) on the well-being of front-line employees. The findings of the suggested future empirical studies can have important managerial implications. For example, by uncovering which type of feedback has the highest impact on the employee PsyCap, companies might integrate particular positive feedback manifestations (depending on topic, form, channel, and time), into their training and motivation programs. In addition, by researching which particular types of compliments and expressions of gratitude have an impact on particular PsyCap component (HERO), the already established attitudinal, behavioral, and performance outcomes of each PsyCap component (and the high level of psychological well-being) can be linked to particular positive feedback manifestations. Companies could then investigate how to facilitate and encourage customers to engage in the particular forms of positive feedback that lead to improved employee well-being.

Researchers are also invited to test the relationship between the various categories of positive customer feedback, such as the various positive feedback channels identified, and newly discovered impacts such as job satisfaction, job attitude and motivation. In particular, social media and the growing occurrence of eWOM might be of interest for future research. Social media as positive customer feedback channel might hold many opportunities for the companies and researchers are invited to investigate research questions such as when/why/how does positive social media valence directly affect the size or growth of employee/company/social outcomes? Finally, it is suggested that various feedback channels will have different impacts on the well-being of the recipients and it might be interesting to explore the various magnitudes and durations of these impacts.

Furthermore, working within the TSR framework, the impact of positive customer feedback on the well-being of consumer entities consisting of individuals, collectives, and ecosystems (Anderson et al., 2013) should be studied. While this paper focused on the impact of positive customer feedback on service entities, in particular front-line employees and companies, future studies can focus on the impact of positive feedback on the person addressing the feedback and accordingly the impact on the collectives and ecosystems that individuals belongs to. A positive feedback model for consumer entities could then be developed and subsequently be empirically tested. Finally, more empirical studies are needed from researchers in the services area as well as in macro-focused disciplines such as sociology to investigate the communal benefits of verbally expressed positive emotions. These studies will help explain the “spill-over”
effect identified in this paper. Researchers are invited to study and measure the mechanisms by which the positive feedback impact transcends the well-being of the individual receiving the feedback by affecting the person’s future interactions and the well-being of those he or she is interacting with. Further potential areas to explore include: the duration of the impact of positive feedback; the possible threshold level of this impact and the average number of future interactions this impact can affect.

Studies are also required on how to increase people’s desire and willingness to express compliments and gratitude, for example, by promoting the design of social/advertising campaigns encouraging this particular type of pro-social behavior, researchers may contribute in creating a “reciprocity” effect. In order to be able to do so effectively, further understanding of the motives and attitudes towards positive feedback is needed. Questions such as why do people/customers express positive feedback, what are the various attitudes towards positive feedback, do various cultures and generations express positive feedback differently, and what might be their different motives behind giving praise, etc. could be addressed in future research. Here researchers can investigate “genuine” versus “fake” positive customer feedback (for example, from favor seeking customers or families and friends) and the ability of employees to spot the real intentions behind positive feedback giving. Accordingly, researchers can measure the variance of the impact on front-line employees’ well-being, based on how genuine they believe the positive feedback to be.

In addition, the impact of the positive customer feedback might vary across cultures and generations. Future research might therefore test PFM in various cultural settings and across different age groups. Finally, studies around the implications of positive feedback in a variety of social contexts such as healthcare, education, transport, and social media are recommended. The usage of social network analysis and other techniques adopted from sociology may be valuable, as they enable the capturing of relationships within complex networks (Edvardsson et al., 2011).

**Conclusion**

This paper contributes to the literature on TSR and customer feedback management by studying the overlooked area of positive customer feedback impact on the well-being of service entities. Using a multidisciplinary approach, two exploratory qualitative studies were conducted. The extensive literature review and the results of these two studies contributed to the development of the “Positive Feedback Model” (PFM), which represents possible positive feedback categories, its various impacts and the outcomes on the parties involved. Finally, a comparison of the managerial and employees perceptions of positive customer feedback was made, followed by the presentation of novel managerial implications and directions for future research. We hope that fellow researchers will empirically test the proposed PFM in multiple contexts to enable further TSR advancement.
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**Figure 1. Dimensions of PsyCap**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive Psychological Capital</th>
<th>Hope: “Having the willpower and pathways to attain one’s goals.”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Efficacy: “Believing in one’s ability to mobilize cognitive resources to attain specific outcomes.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resiliency: “Having the capacity to bounce back from adversity, failure or even seeming overwhelming positive changes.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimism: “Having an exploratory style that attributes positive events to internal, permanent and pervasive causes.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Luthans and Youssef (2004, p.152)
**Figure 2.** Proposed Positive Feedback Model (PFM)
Figure 3. Adjusted Positive Feedback Model (PFM)

*Categories generated from the focus groups analysis
Table 1. Overview of coding structure (front-line employee’s well-being):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First order codes</th>
<th>Theoretical categories</th>
<th>Aggregate theoretical dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“So that was quite powerful, and you do find yourself walking on air for the next half hour when that happens” (Female, focus group 5).</td>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“So I think when you get that type of feedback come through you think I’m doing a good job, and it does inspire you to continue to have that type of impact with people, and it does inspire you to go the extra mile as well” (Female, focus group 3).</td>
<td>Inspiration</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“But you get a good response all day long and it just seems to just flow and flow and flow. So it’s your mind isn’t it? It’s in the brain and when you get that positive flow, it just keeps going” (Male, focus group 2).</td>
<td>Positive Flow</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Well-being</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It makes you know that you are special… It makes you proud of yourself” (Female, focus group 6).</td>
<td>Positive Feelings</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Well-being</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Overview of coding structure (front-line employee’s outcomes):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First order codes</th>
<th>Theoretical categories</th>
<th>Aggregate theoretical dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“It kind of gives me more incentive at the same time, it’s like okay, I’m helping these guys, I’ve got a bigger responsibility than just my own little till to focus on my customer in front of me” (Male, focus group 4).</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I’m now trying to help everyone come together, and I think that is rewarding as well in itself, because I personally enjoy doing stuff like that, so I don’t mind helping other cashiers. And it makes me acknowledge that I’m getting noticed as well. At the same time it’s a good acknowledgement to have, that the manager themselves would trust me to have a huddle to then explain what I’m doing well and how we can implement it throughout everyone. I think that’s one of the most rewarding feedbacks ever I think” (Male, focus group 1).</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“It gives you confidence in what you are doing. It’s when you know you are doing the right things and you are being commended for it. Because when you are doing it and you don’t get much feedback, you don’t know whether you are doing the right thing or wrong thing, so your confidence isn’t there” (Female, focus group 4).</td>
<td>Job Attitude</td>
<td>Front-Line Employee Outcome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>